
VIRTUAL IMPROVISATION WORKSHOP

Conception/composition/conductor: Sophie DUFEUTRELLE
Soloist: Matthias ZIEGLER 

Participate to à virtual Improvisation workshop in the Spirit of Soundpainting !

Level: all levels from the second year of practice are welcome!

Flutes: all flutes are welcome, from the piccolo to contrabass flute. (In case of bass, alto, or contrabass flute, 
don't try to transpose, just play the registers as they exist on your flute)

Soundpainting is a sign language, elaborated by Walter Thomson, allowing a conductor to propose to a 
group of musicians a live collective creation (also called a performance - See www.soundpainting.com). 

From this technique, I have developed a more specific vocabulary, including sounds of extended technic for 
flute in the XXIth century flute repertoire (pizzicato, breath sound, key clicks, tongue ram, etc.)

The workshop includes 4 files: 2 videos and the instruction for use you are reading, in English and in German! 

1-lets-improvise-together-tutorial-Einfürung-sdufeutrelle.mp4

2-lets-improvise-together-videoconcert-Konzertvideo-sdufeutrelle.mp4

3-lets-improvise-together-instructions-for-use-sdufeutrelle-English.pdf 

4-lets-improvise-together-Spielanweisung-sdufeutrelle-Deutsche.pdf

1-lets-improvise-together-tutorial-Einfürung-sdufeutrelle.mp4 

The first video is a tutorial allowing you to learn the essential vocabulary to be able to take part in this musical 
experiment. Following the exemples, you'll learn very easily how each musical element is translated in the 
conductor's gestures.

Each sound is explained in English and in German. Immediately after, follows a short moment of workshop 
allowing the flutist to understand the sound and to test it, looking at the conductor’s gestures. More, a sound 
guide is always present to help you. Don’t try to play the notes of the sound guide, you are free of your notes! 

LET'S IMPROVISE TOGETHER: INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE  

www.sophiedufeutrelle.com
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Registers: low, medium, high - Nuances: from pp to ff - Higher/Lower - 
Breath sound and regular sound - Staccato, pizzicato, trills, key clicks - 

Singing and talking - Play Hits together - 
4 rhythmic parts necessary in the end of the improvisation.

http://www.soundpainting.com
http://www.soundpainting.com
http://www.sophiedufeutrelle.com
http://www.sophiedufeutrelle.com


The whole is very playful, you also can work in group: a teacher can work with his students, or friends 
together, etc.  

WHEN YOU MASTER ENOUGH THE VIDEO 1, GO TO VIDEO 2!

2-lets-improvise-together-videoconcert-Konzertvideo-sdufeutrelle.mp4

Video 2 is the video score of the concert! Prepare your flute and start your video.

LOOK AT VIDEO 2 (9’), and PLAY following my gestures. When you feel ready, record your participation! 

HOW TO RECORD YOUR PERFORMANCE ?

-  Dress up with a plain shirt ou T-shirt and dark pants; 

- Position your phone widthwise and make sure that you can be seen as a bust, as well 
as your flute. Contrabass flutes/vertical bass: position your phone in height direction. 

-  Be sure that your phone is well fixed (use your music stand and adhesive tape), no 
camera movements!

- Put your headphone: you can listen the sound guide which accompany all the video 
2;

- Put you video recorder ON;

-  Respect the instructions at the beginning of the video (4 green claps), then go on 
until the end of the video (9'), recording your performance.

-  Watch out! Your video should only contain your image playing + the sound of 
what you are playing! Under no circumstances must the sound guide be present on 
your recording! (This sound guide will be removed from the video later). 

- Send your mp4 video by download 
(wetransfer.com, grosfichiers.com, smash, etc etc.) to : 

improvisationdgff.20@gmail.com
Dont forgot your name, please !

Discover the final video of all participants, including the soloist Matthias Ziegler also in improvisation,  on the 
homepage of the "Deutsche Gesellschaft für Flöte", www.floete.net some weeks after the Virtual Flute  
Festival! 

I hope you will enjoy this virtual workshop! 

Sophie DUFEUTRELLE

LET'S IMPROVISE TOGETHER: INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE  

www.sophiedufeutrelle.com
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